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The dynamical behaviour of the projective flow induced by a family of bidimen-
sional linear systems with a measurable 2-sheet is studied. When the Lyapunov
exponent vanishes, it is shown that the trajectories move from one sheet to the
other either when t tends to q` or y`. This extends and completes some known
results on oscillatory dynamics to a more general ergodic situation. Q 1997 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This work is part of a series of papers concerning the ergodic structure
of the projective flow defined by a family of bidimensional linear systems
and its relation with the dynamical behaviour of the solutions. We describe
the basic characteristics of the motion in the case where all the invariant
measures are singular and the projective bundle contains a closed or
measurable 2-sheet.
 .Suppose that V is a compact metric space and J : R = V ª V, t, j
ª j ? t defines a continuous flow. Let m be a fixed J-ergodic measure on0
V and A the completion of the s-algebra of the Borel sets with respect to0
2 .m . Given a continuous function S : V ª L R with tr S s 0 we consider0
the family of linear systems
a j ? t b j ? t .  .Xx s x s S j ? t x, j g V . 1.1 .  . /c j ? t ya j ? t .  .
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 .Equations 1.1 induce a skew-product flow on the linear bundle V s VR
2  .   ..  .= R . It takes t, j , x to j ? t, x t, j , x , where x t, j , x satisfies the0 0 0
 .equation defined by 1.1 along the trajectory passing through j with
 .initial data x 0, j , x s x . By linearity on the fiber the application0 0
1 .  .  .P : V ª K s V = P R , j , x ¬ j , x rx transports this flow to theR R 2 1
projective bundle. The map p : K ª V is the projection of the bundle onR
the base.
Taking the projective coordinate X s x rx we obtain the Riccati2 1
equations
X X s c j ? t y 2 a j ? t X y b j ? t X 2 . .  .  .
1 .We can identify P R with the quotient space Rrp Z. Writing the solu-
 . y1 .  2tions of 1.1 in polar symplectic coordinates w s cot x rx , r s x q2 1 1
2 .x r2 we get2
X 1w s F j ? t , w s b j ? t y c j ? t q a j ? t sin 2w .  .  .  . .2
1q b j ? t q c j ? t cos 2w 1.2 .  .  . .2
­ F
Xr s y j ? t , w r .
­w
s y2 a j ? t cos 2w q b j ? t q c j ? t sin 2w r . .  .  . . .
 .  . 1 .We denote by w t, j , w the solution of 1.2 as function on R or P R0
 .with initial condition w 0, j , w s w ; the context will give the exact0 0
 .   ..meaning of the symbol. The mapping F t, j , w s j ? t, w t, j , w rep-0 0
resents the flow application in K and the relation X s cot w gives us theR
change between the systems of coordinates that we have introduced. The
1 .symbol q will stand for the continuous length of arc on P R . We also
 X.  w X x  X x. represent by w, w resp. w, w or w, w the open arc resp. close arc
. X 1 .or semi-open arc obtained by moving clockwise from w to w on P R .
We will denote by r the Lebesgue measure on R and by r its1
1 .normalized restriction to P R . The symbol m s m m r stands for the1 0 1
complete product measure on the corresponding s-algebra A of K . We1 R
will refer to the absolutely continuous case when there exists an invariant
measure on K which is absolutely continuous with respect to m , and toR 1
the singular one when every invariant measure under the flow which
projects into m is singular with respect to m .0 1
The study of the absolutely continuous dynamics is developed in Obaya
w x w xand Paramio 16 and Novo and Obaya 12 . These papers give precise
conditions on the existence and methods of construction of linear invariant
measures. The connection between the spectral and ergodic theories is
w x w xconsidered in Alonso and Obaya 1 and Nunez and Obaya 15 . TheÂÄ
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present paper is devoted to the analysis of the singular dynamics case.
w xNovo and Obaya 13 prove that when the projective bundle contains a
unique ergodic sheet, the trajectories move from one side of this sheet to
the other as time goes from y` to q`. Our purpose is to describe in
detail the dynamical behaviour of the orbits when an ergodic or measur-
able 2-sheet M exists. As is well known, a positive Lyapunov exponent
determines two continuous or measurable sheets M which respectively"
attract the trajectories in .`. We consider the case where the Lyapunov
exponent vanishes. Roughly speaking, we will show that almost every
solution oscillates between the two elements of M in each fiber in any
case, that is, either when t tends to q` or to y`. This property is even
 .generic if Supp m s V and K contains a closed 2-sheet. It is conve-0 R
nient to remark the significative difference of behaviour between elliptic
and hyperbolic families of linear systems.
The idea of the proof is to diagonalize the linear systems by means of a
measurable family of linear transformations which preserve the ergodic
w x structure. Then, we apply some known results of Atkinson 2 for discrete
.one-dimensional cocycles or a stronger version of the Shneiberg's theo-
w x  .rem in 21 for continuous flows combined with specific arguments of
ergodic theory for the singular case.
Theorems on oscillatory dynamics appear in a wide range of fields
 w x.including random matrices products Bougerol 3 or one-dimensional
 w x w x.continuous or discrete cocycles Johnson 5, 7 , Schmidt 20 . In particular,
we extend some of these results to a more general ergodic situation.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In what follows we collect some basic notions and well-known results
concerning the continuous and measurable structure of the projective flow
 .induced by the family of linear systems 1.1 that will be frequently used in
the rest of the paper.
 .  .  .Let U t, j be the fundamental matrix of Eqs. 1.1 with U 0, j s Id.
The Lyapuno¨ exponent for the measure m is defined as0
1
g s lim ln U t , j , .
ttª`
where the limit exists and takes the same real value for almost every j
 w x.  .with respect to m see Craig and Simon 4 . If the flow V, J is uniquely0
ergodic, the Lyapunov exponent agrees with the maximum characteristic
 .exponent of the solutions of 1.1 .
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 .We always consider P K with the Haussdorf metric. Let M be anR
invariant subset of K and p : M ª V the projection on the base. WeR M
say that M is a measurable k-sheet with respect to m if there is an0
 .invariant subset V ; V with m V s 1 such that0 0 0
 .  y1 ..1 card p j s k for every j g V ,M 0
 .  . y1 .   ..2 the function V ª P K , j ¬ p j s j , w j , . . . ,0 R M 1
  ..4j , w j is A -measurable.k 0
 .When a measurable k-sheet M exists, the flow K , F possesses a purelyR
 .discontinuous invariant measure m projecting into m with m M s 1,0
defined by
k1
g dm s g j , w j dm ;g g C K . .  . .H H j 0 RkK VR js1
We say that M is an ergodic k-sheet with respect to m if m is the0
unique invariant measure on K projecting into m which is concentratedR 0
in M. The set M is a distal measurable k-sheet if there is an invariant
 .    .  ..subset V ; V with m V s 1 such that inf q w j , w j r1 F i - j0 0 0 i j
4  .  y1 ..F k, j g V ) 0. If M is a compact subset of K , F and card p j0 R M
s k for every j g V, we say that M is a closed k-sheet. For k s 1 we
simply refer to M as a measurable, ergodic or closed sheet. If the flow
 .  .V, J is minimal and the solutions of 1.1 are bounded then the nontriv-
 .ial minimal subsets of K , F are closed k-sheets. In addition, theR
existence of a distal k-sheet on K with k G 3 implies the boundedness ofR
the solutions. We will sometimes consider V s V if we do not have0
previous information about the exact definition of M.
Let m be a F-invariant measure, absolutely continuous with respect to
m , with dm s p dm . We say that m is a linear in¨ariant measure if there1 1
exist measurable functions A, B, C : V ª R and an invariant subset V0
 .  .with m V s 1 such that the density function p j , w satisfies0 0
y12 2p j , w s A j cos w q B j sin w q 2C j sin w cos w 2.1 .  .  .  .  . .
 . 1 .for every j , w g V = P R .0
A complete classification of bidimensional linear systems from an er-
w xgodic point of view is given in 12 . In particular, it is shown that in the
absolutely continuous case a linear invariant measure always exists. If an
invariant measure m is absolutely continuous with respect to m two1
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different options are possible:
 .a.1 m is ergodic, which implies that it is necessarily a linear
invariant measure, and the only invariant measure projecting into m .0
 .a.2 m is not ergodic and every ergodic measure on K whichR
projects into m is concentrated in an ergodic k-sheet.0
 .Let D ; V be a measurable set with m D ) 0. We set D s0 T :
 .D J D for each real positive T and D s D D . It is clearyT F t F T t `: ng N n:
 .that D is an invariant set with m D s 1. The trajectory of almost`: 0 `:
every point passes through D and, moreover, remains in it for a length of
 .time asymptotically proportional to m D .0
Let m be a linear F-invariant measure whose density function takes the
 .   ..   ..expression 2.1 and fix an ergodic k-sheet j , w j , . . . , j , w j rj g1 k
4   ..V of K if the ergodic structure is described by a.2 . We represent byR
 .  .K V the set of compact subsets D ; V with m D ) 0 such that them 00
maps
D ª R3 , j ¬ A j , B j , C j , .  .  . .
D ª P K , j ¬ j , w j , . . . , j , w j in the case a.2 4 .  .  .  . .  .R 1 k
 .  . are continuous, and w j / w j for 1 F i - j F k, j g D in the casei j
 ..a.2 .
From a linear invariant measure and an ergodic k-sheet it is possible to
construct all the ergodic k-sheets. Besides, in the case k s 1, every linear
invariant measure can be obtained from three different ergodic sheets and
the restrictions of all of them are continuous on the same compact sets.
 .Thus the set K V is independent of the invariant measure and them0
ergodic k-sheet used in its definition.
The description of the set of ergodic measures which project into m is0
easier in the singular case, where only three different options are possible:
 .  .s.1 K , F admits a unique ergodic measure concentrated in anR
  .. 4ergodic sheet j , w j rj g V .
 .  .s.2 K , F admits two different ergodic measures concentrated inR
  .. 4two ergodic sheets j , w j rj g V , i s 1, 2.i
 .  .s.3 K , F admits a unique ergodic measure concentrated in anR
  .. 4ergodic 2-sheet j , w j ri s 1, 2, j g V .i
Examples of linear systems whose projective bundles contain a unique
 .ergodic sheet are well known; in fact, this first option s.1 with a minimal
projective flow is generic in the closure of a large class of systems with null
 w x.Lyapunov exponent see 13 . A bidimensional linear system with positive
Lyapunov exponent presents singular dynamics with two ergodic sheets,
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 .that is, the situation s.2 . Examples in these conditions with non-closed
w x w xsheets are given by Millionshchikov in 10 and Vinograd in 23 . The
construction of an example of uniquely ergodic flow with a closed 2-sheet
w xcan be found in Novo and Obaya 14 .
 .  .We represent by K V the set of compact subsets D ; V with m Dm 00
 .) 0 such that the maps one or two
¡ j , w j in the case s.1 4 .  . .
~ j , w j , i s 1, 2 in the case s.2 4 .  . .D ª P K , j ¬ . iR ¢ j , w j , i s 1, 2 in the case s.3 4 .  . .i
 .  .   .are continuous and w j / w j for every j g D in the cases s.2 and1 2
 ..s.3 .
 .  .Given D g K V it is easy to verify that D g K V for everym T : m0 0
 .T ) 0. In particular, if the flow V, J is minimal and there exists a set
 .  .  .D g K V with int D / B then V g K V and the ergodic measuresm m0 0
of the projective flow are concentrated in closed ergodic sheets.
3. AN ERGODIC THEOREM
Throughout this section we establish some results of ergodic nature
which are a direct consequence of the specific measurable structure
appearing in the singular dynamics case. We characterize some classes of
invariant functions which are constant between ergodic sheets. Hence,
they are constant almost everywhere with respect to the product measure,
which is not invariant under the projective flow.
A useful technique consists in introducing a new projective bundle
whose ergodic measures are concentrated in ergodic sheets. We take the
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .new base V s K and J s F ¬ ; the flow V, J extends V, J andÄR V
Ä 2 .allows us to lift Eqs. 1.1 to V = R . The new coefficients are defined by
Ä .  .  .  .  .  .the relations a j , w s a j , b j , w s b j , c j , w s c j for everyÄ Ä
 .  .j , w g K . The solutions of the corresponding Eqs. 1.2 define a newR
Ä Ä Ä 1 .flow F on the projective bundle K s V = P R which can be repre-R
Ä  .   .  ..sented by F t, j , w , c s j ? t, w t, j , w , w t, j , c . It is obvious that0 0 0 0
Ä  .  . 4K s j , w, w r j , w g K defines a closed ergodic sheet for everyR
Äergodic measure on V.
Let m be an ergodic measure on K projecting into m . We nextÄ 0 R 0
consider the description of the ergodic measures of the extended flow
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Ä Ä . w xK ,F which project into the measure m on V. It is shown in 12 thatR 0
Ä Ä .  .both flows K , F and K , F are at the same time in the singular case.R R
Thus the following situations can occur:
 .  .s.1 If K , F admits a unique ergodic measure concentrated inÄ R
Ä Ä  .. 4  .the ergodic sheet M s j , w j rj g V then K , F admits a uniqueR
Ä   .ergodic measure concentrated in the ergodic sheet M s j , w j ,
 .. 4w j rj g V .
 .  . is.2 If K , F admits two different ergodic measures m concen-Ä ÄR 0
  .. 4trated in the ergodic sheets M s j , w j rj g V , i s 1, 2, theni i
Ä Ä 1 .K , F admits two ergodic measures projecting into m which are con-ÄR 0
Ä1   .  .. 4centrated in the ergodic sheets M s j , w j , w j rj g V , i s 1, 2,i 1 i
and two ergodic measures projecting into m2 which are concentrated inÄ 0
Ä 2   .  .. 4the ergodic sheets M s j , w j , w j rj g V , i s 1, 2.i 2 i
 .  .s.3 If K , F admits a unique ergodic measure concentrated inÄ R
Ä Ä  .. 4  .the ergodic 2-sheet M s j , w j ri s 1, 2, j g V then K , F admitsi R
Ätwo ergodic measures concentrated in the ergodic sheets M s1
Ä  .  .. 4   .  ..j , w j , w j ri s 1, 2, j g V and M s j , w j , w j ri / j,i i 2 i j
4j g V .
In all the previous cases the subset M stands for the union of the
ergodic sheets of K and M for its section at j , i.e., M s w gR j j
1 .  . 4P R r j , w g M .
w xDEFINITION 3.1. A measurable map D : K ª y`, ` is said to beR
 .non-decreasing resp. non-increasing on the fiber if there is an invariant
 .  X.subset V ; V with m V s 1 such that for every j g V and w, w ;0 0 0 0
1 .  X.  .   X.  ..P R y M one has D j , w G D j , w resp. D j , w F D j , w .j
w xTHEOREM 3.2. Suppose that D : K ª y`, ` is an in¨ariant functionR
non-decreasing on the fiber.
 .  .   ..i If K , F contains a unique ergodic sheet M s j , w j rj gR
4 w xV there exist d , d g y`, ` and an in¨ariant subset V ; V with1 1, 2 0
 .m V s 1 such that for e¨ery j g V one has0 0 0
D j , w j s d . . 1
D j , w s d for e¨ery w g P1 R y w j . 4 .  .  .1, 2
 .  .   .. 4ii If K , F contains two ergodic sheets M s j , w j rj g V ,R i i
w xi s 1, 2, then for 1 F i, j F 2, i / j, there exist d , d g y`, ` and ani i, j
 .in¨ariant subset V ; V with m V s 1 such that for e¨ery j g V one0 0 0 0
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has
D j , w j s d . .i i
D j , w s d for e¨ery w g w j , w j . .  .  . .i , j i j
 .  .   ..iii If K , F contains an ergodic 2-sheet M s j , w j ri s 1, 2,R i
4 w xj g V there exist d , d g y`, ` and an in¨ariant subset V ; V with1 1, 2 0
 .m V s 1 such that for any j g V and i s 1, 2 one has0 0 0
D j , w j s d . .i 1
D j , w s d for e¨ery w / w j , w j . .  .  .1, 2 1 2
 .Proof. First we prove the case i . Since any invariant function on an
ergodic k-sheet is constant on a set of full measure, there exists an
 .invariant subset V ; V with m V s 1 such that for every j g V one1 0 1 1
  .. w xhas D j , w j s d with d g y`, ` .1 1
 .Let us assume that there is an invariant subset V ; V with m V s2 1 0 2
1 such that for every j g V the map D takes at least two different values2
 4  1 .   .4.on j = P R y w j . For each q g Q we consider
V q s j g V r' j , w j g K y M with .  . .2 " R
D j , w j - q - D j , w j .4 .  . .  .y q
 .  .It is obvious that V q is invariant and V s D V q , hence we2 q g Q
  ..  .can find a q g Q with m V q s 1. The set N s j , w g K rj g0 0 0 R
 .  . 4V q , D j , w F q is measurable and invariant; since D is non-decreas-0 0
 .  X.ing on the fiber then for j , w g N one has j , w g N for every
X   . .w g w j , w .
 .  .For each j g V q there is a uniquely determined element w j of0 0
1 .  .   .  ..P R satisfying that D j , w F q for every w g w j , w j and0 0
 .   .  ..D j , w ) q for every w g w j , w j . According to Fubini's theorem,0 0
 .  .1the map d : V ª R, j ¬ H x j , w dr j is measurable. Hence, byP R . N 1
 .  .  . 1 .putting w j s w j q d j on P R we obtain a second ergodic sheet0
  ..  .4M s j , w j rj g V q , which contradicts our hypothesis. There-0 0 0
w xfore, we conclude the existence of d g y`, ` and an invariant set of1, 2
 .  .full measure V such that D j , w s d for every j , w g K y M. To2 1, 2 R
 .prove the statement i it suffices to take V s V l V .0 1 2
Now let us suppose that K contains two ergodic sheets M sR i
  .. 4  .j , w j rj g V , i s 1, 2, and introduce the sectors N s j , w gi i, j
  .  ..4K rw g w j , w j , 1 F i, j F 2, i / j. It follows from ergodicity thatR i j
there exist an invariant subset V with complete measure and elements d ,1 i
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  ..i s 1, 2, such that D j , w j s d for every j g V . We can repeat thei i 1
previous argument on each sector N , 1 F i, j F 2, i / j, in order to provei, j
the second statement of the theorem.
  .. 4Finally, assume that M s j , w j ri s 1, 2, j g V is an ergodic 2-i
sheet of K and m is the ergodic measure concentrated in M whichÄR 0
Ä Ä .projects into m . By using the extended flow K , F , this case may be0 R
Äreduced to the second one: K contains two different ergodic sheetsR
Ä Ä Ä .  .M , M and D j , w, w s D j , w is an invariant function non-decreasingÄ1 2
 .on the fiber. Hence, as in the proof of the case ii , we obtain an invariant
Ä Ä Ä .subset V ; K with m V s 1 for which the function D takes con-Ä0 R 0 0
stant values d , d , d , 1 F i, j F 2, i / j on the ergodic sheets and1 2 i, j
between them.
Ä  ..   ..For any j g V with j , w j , j , w j g V we have1 2 0
Ä Äd s D j , w j , w j s D j , w j s D j , w j , w j s d , .  .  .  .  . .  .  .1 1 1 1 2 1 2
  .  ..and if w g w j , w j then1 2
Ä Äd s D j , w j , w s D j , w s D j , w j , w s d . .  .  . .  .1, 2 1 2 2, 1
Ä Ä  ..   ..Notice that j , w j g V if and only if j , w j g V . Hence the1 0 2 0
Ä .  .projection V s p V satisfies the conditions of statement iii . This0 0
completes the proof of the theorem.
We extend this result to invariant functions of bounded variation on the
fiber.
DEFINITION 3.3. A measurable function D : K ª R is said to be ofR
bounded ¨ariation on the fiber if there exists an invariant subset V ; V0
 . n <  .with m V s 1 such that for every j g V one has  D j , w y0 0 0 js1 j
 . <D j , w F t for a positive constant t and any increasing collection ofjy1
1 .points w , w , . . . , w on P R .0 1 n
 .Furthermore, if for any j g V and any sequence w with w g0 n ng N nq1
 .   . .w , w for any n g N resp. w g w, w for all n g N we haven nq1 n
 .  .lim D w s D w then the function is called clockwise continuousw ª w j n jn
 .resp. counterclockwise continuous on the fiber.
Since an invariant function of bounded variation on the fiber can be
written as the difference of two invariant functions non-decreasing on the
fiber, the previous theorem allows us to prove.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that D : K ª R is an in¨ariant function ofR
bounded ¨ariation on the fiber and clockwise continuous or counterclockwise
.continuous on the fiber. Then there exist an in¨ariant subset V ; V with0
 .  .  .m V s 1 and a constant d such that D j , w s d for e¨ery j , w g V0 0 0
1 .= P R .
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4. REDUCED FORM OF THE LINEAR SYSTEMS
We next introduce a measurable family of linear transformations which
 .depends on the ergodic structure of the projective flow and takes 1.1 into
a reduced form.
 .DEFINITION 4.1. A map P : V ª SL 2, R is said to be a measurable
Perron transformation with respect to m if0
 .1 P is a measurable map,
 .  .2 there exists an invariant subset V ; V with m V s 1 such0 0 0
 .  . 1that the map P : R ª SL 2, R , t ¬ P j ? t is a C -function for everyj
j g V .0
y1  .   ..y1Notice that P : V ª SL 2, R , j ¬ P j is also a measurable
Perron transformation. The map P is said to be a strong Perron transforma-
tion if it is continuous and V s V. In this case Py1 is also a strong0
Perron transformation.
First we consider the absolutely continuous case. Let m be a linear
 .invariant measure with density function defined by 2.1 . The following
w xresult, already stated in 1 , shows how the measure m induces a change of
 .variables that takes the linear Eqs. 1.1 into a skew-symmetric form.
PROPOSITION 4.2. The map
1
01r2A j .
P : V ª SL 2, R , j ¬ .
C j .
1r2A j . 01r2A j .
is a measurable Perron transformation with continuous restriction P for¬D
 .  .e¨ery D g K V . The change of ¨ariables w s P j ? t z takes the systemsm0
 .1.1 into
b j ? t .
0
A j ? t .
Xw s w.yb j ? t .
0 0
A j ? t .
 .We next concentrate our attention on the singular case. Equations 1.1
induce a skew-product flow in the linear boundle V s V = R2. ByR
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Ã 1  .  < <.linearity on the fiber the application P : V ª V = S , j , x ª j , xrxR
1 Ãtransports this flow to the compact boundle K s V = S . The symbol JS
represents the flow application in any invariant subset of K which isS
considered. The map p : K ª V is the projection of the bundle on theÃ S
base.
1 1 . 1 .Let s : S ª P R be the natural projection on P R ; it is clear that
Ã .  .K , J is a 2-cover of K , F . In particular, every minimal subset of KS R S
is a 1-cover or a 2-cover of an adequate minimal subset of K and aR
similar relation can be stated between the ergodic structures of both
  4.spaces. Obviously, every ergodic k -sheet k g 1, 2, 4 of K projects1 1 S
  4.into an ergodic k -sheet k g 1, 2 of K .2 2 R
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .Let j s j , u g K and j ? t s J t, j . We introduce the coefficientsS
Ã .  .  .  .  .  .a j , u s a j , b j , u s b j , c j , u s c j and defineÃ Ã
Ã Ã Ãa j ? t b j ? tÃ .  .X Ã Ãx s x s S j ? t x, 4.1 . .Ã Ã /c j ? t ya j ? tÃ Ã .  .
 .which allows us to lift the family of linear systems 4.1 to the new base
Ã Ã  .V s K . The symbol F will stand for the projective flow induced by 4.1S
Ã 1 .on the bundle K s K = P R . Fix an ergodic measure m on KÃR S 0 S
Ã Ã .projecting into m . It is easy to check that the dynamics of K , F is0 R
singular and the description of its ergodic structure is similar to the one
detailed in Section 3 for the extended flow.
ÃPROPOSITION 4.3. There exists a strong Perron transformation R : V ª
 .  .SL 2, R which takes the family of linear systems 4.1 into a triangular form.
Ã  .  . 4Proof. Notice that K s j , u , u r j , u g K defines a closed er-S
Ã 1godic sheet of V = S . The matrix
cos u ysin uÃR : V ª SL 2, R , j , u ¬ .  .  /sin u cos u
represents the rotation on the fiber of angle u . The linear change of
Ã .  .variables y s R j ? t x takes the linear Eqs. 4.1 into the triangular form
Ãe j ? t 0Ã .Xy s y, 4.2 .Ã Ã Ã /d j ? t ye j ? tÃ .  .
where
1Ãe j ? t s a j ? t cos 2w t , j , u y b j ? t q c j ? t sin 2w t , j , u , .  .  .  .  . .Ã . 2
Ã Ãd j ? t s 2 a j ? t sin 2w t , j , u q b j ? t q c j ? t cos 2w t , j , u . .  .  .  .  . . .
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Ã .Furthermore, g s H e j dm because every strong Perron transforma-Ã ÃK 0S
tion preserves the Lyapunov exponent.
Let us now assume that the projective flow contains a measurable
  .. 42-sheet M s j , w j ri s 1, 2, j g V , i.e., we deal with one of thei
 .  .  .  .cases s.2 or s.3 described in Section 2. We represent u j s w j qi, j i
 .j y 1 p , j g V, 1 F i, j F 2 and introduce the invariant subset
M s j , u rj g V , s u s w j or w j 4 .  .  .  .S 1 2
s j , u j ri , j s 1, 2, j g V . . 4 .i , j
Every ergodic measure on K projecting into m on V is concentrated inS 0
 .M , therefore the previously fixed measure m satisfies m M s 1.Ã ÃS 0 0 S
Ã Ã .It is known that K , F presents singular dynamics with two ergodicR
Ã Ã Ã Ã  .. 4  .  .sheets M s j , w j rj g M , i s 1, 2, where w j , u s s u andi i S 1
 .   .  .4  .w j , u stands for the element of w j , w j different from s u for2 1 2
Ã .  .   ..every j , u g M . For each D g K V we set D s j , u j ri, j sS m i, j0
Ã Ã Ã4  .  .  .1, 2, j g D . It is easy to see that m D s m D and D g K V .Ã 0 0 mÃ 0
PROPOSITION 4.4. There exists a measurable Perron transformation with
Ã  .respect to m , P : V ª SL 2, R with continuous restriction P for e¨eryÃ Ã0 ¬D
 .  .D g K V , which takes the linear systems 4.1 into a diagonal form.m0
Ã .Proof. We first consider the strong Perron transformation y s R j ? t x
 .  .defined in Proposition 4.3 which takes 4.1 into the family 4.2 . The
 .projective flow induced by 4.2 contains two ergodic sheets
ÃM s j , u , 0 r j , u g M and 4 .  .1 S
ÃM s j , u , w j , u y w j , u r j , u g M . 4 .  .  . .2 2 1 S
 .   .  ..The function X j , u s cot w j , u y w j , u satisfies the Riccati2 1
equations
X Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃX j ? t s y2 e j ? t X j ? t q d j ? t .Ã .  .  .  .
Let us introduce the measurable Perron transformation
1 0Ã ÃQ : V ª SL 2, R , j ¬ . ÃyX j 1 / .
Ã Ã Ã .  .  .  .and P j s Q j R j . Take D g K V ; it is obvious that P is contin-Ãm ¬D0 Ã .  .uous. The linear change of variable z s P j ? t x takes the linear Eqs. 4.1
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Ã Ãfor j g D into the diagonal form`:
Ãe j ? t 0Ã .Xz s z
Ã /0 ye j ? tÃ .
Ã .with coefficient e g C V . In addition, it preserves the Lyapunov expo-Ã
Ã .nent, i.e., g s H e j dm . These transformations are the measurableÃ ÃK 0S w xversion of those constructed from the minimal subsets in Johnson 6 .
w x w xFinally, we remark that Oseledets 17 and Thieullen 22 obtain analo-
 .gous transformations to the above considered for discrete GL 2, R valued
cocycles. In our context the use of the extended flow is required to
maintain the continuity of the Perron transformation along the trajecto-
ries.
5. RECURRENT AND TRANSIENT FLOWS
1 .Given f g L V, m we introduce the measurable flow0
t
C : R = V = R ª V = R, t , j , r ¬ j ? t , r q f j ? s ds . .  .H /0
In dynamical theory, recurrence means that the orbits of the motion return
arbitrarily close to their initial position along the time. Shneiberg proves in
w x  .21 that if H f j dm s 0 then for almost every j g V there exist realV 0
 i . 1 2sequences t , i s 1, 2, with lim t s q` and lim t s y`n ng N nª` n nª` n
tn
i  .such that H f j ? s ds s 0 for any n g N, i s 1, 2; i.e., the flow C is0
recurrent on the fiber. We next show that the recurrence behaviour occurs
 4even when the trajectory j ? t lies on a fixed compact set on the baset g R
with positive measure. Our proof is a simple consequence of the analogous
well-known result for one-dimensional discrete cocycles established by
w xAtkinson in 2 . The possibility of restriction to each compact set is
particularly important for our study in the singular dynamics case.
For any measurable set D ; V, l g Z, and « ) 0 we define
l
D s j g Drj ? l g D , f j ? s ds - « . .Hl , «  5
0
DEFINITION 5.1. We say that the flow C is recurrent for the measure
m if for any measurable set D ; V and « ) 0 one has m D y0 0
.D D s 0.l g Zy04 l, «
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Remark 5.2. Notice that if j ? l g D then j , j ? l g D and besidesyl , «
< l  . < < 0   .. <one has H f j ? s ds s H f j ? l q s ds - « , which means that0 yl
 .  .J D ; D . The same argument gives J D ; D and bothyl yl, « l, « l l, « yl, «
 .  .  .inclusions imply J D s D , hence m D s m D for allyl yl, « l, « 0 yl, « 0 l, «
the indices l, « .
Recall that the topological support of a measure m on V is defined as
 .the intersection of all compact subsets K ; V with m K s 1 and de-
 .noted by Supp m .
 .THEOREM 5.3. The flow C is recurrent for m if and only if H f j dm0 V 0
s 0.
 .Proof. Let us introduce the discrete flow Q l, j s j ? l for l g Z,
 . 1  .j g V, and the measurable function g j s H f j ? s ds, j g V. We con-0
sider the cocycle
¡ ly1 g j ? j , l ) 0 .js0~c : Z = V ª R, l , j ¬ . 0, l s 0
y1¢y g j ? j , l - 0. .js l
 . l  .  .  . It is obvious that c l, j s H f j ? s ds and c j, j ? l q c l, j s c j q0
.l, j for every l, j g Z and j g V. The skew-product flow F defined in
terms of the cocycle c by
F : Z = V = R ª V = R, l , j , r ¬ j ? l , r q c l , j .  . .
provides a discretization of C. The measure m is invariant under Q,0
although not necessarily ergodic. We next consider the decomposition of
m into ergodic measures according to the description given in Nemytskii0
w x w xand Stepanov 11 or Mane 9 .ÄÂ
U  .Let us take j g V and assume that the limit function h j s
 . l   ..  .lim 1rl  h Q j, j exists for every h g C V . There is a Q-in-l ª` js0
U  .variant measure m such that h j s H h dm . The set of points j g Vj V j
 .for which m can be defined is Q-ergodic and j g Supp m , has com-j j
1 .plete measure. Moreover, every h g L V, m is m -integrable for almost0 j
 .every j g V with respect to m and H H h dm dm s H h dm .0 V V j 0 V 0
Given l g N and t ) 0, we introduce the set
ny11
V t , l s j g V g j ? j G t for every n G l .  . 5n js0
n1
s j g V f j ? s ds G t for every n G l . .H 5n 0
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  ..The relation H f dm s 0 provides m V t , l s 0. If we considerV 0 0
 .  .   ..   ..V t s D V t , l then m V t s 0. Besides m V t sl g N 0 0
  ..   .. < <H m V t dm , which means that m V t s 0 and hence H g dm FV j 0 j V j
t for almost every j g V with respect to m . Since t is an arbitrary0
 .positive constant we obtain a Q-invariant subset V ; V with m V s 10 0 0
1 .such that if j g V then g g L V, m and H g dm s 0.0 j V j
w xIt follows from 2 that the cocycle c is recurrent for m when j g Vj 0
 w x.see also Theorem 11.4 of 20 . Notice that for any measurable set D ; V,
 <  . < 4 l g Z, and « ) 0 one has D s j g Drj ? l g D, c l, j - « and m Dl, « j
.y D D s 0 for every j g V . Therefore,l g Zy04 l, « 0
m D y D D s m D y D D dm s 0, .  .H0 l g Zy04 l , « j l g Zy04 l , « 0
V
which implies that the flow C is recurrent for m . Similar arguments can0
be carried out for the inverse implication.
Cocycles which are not recurrent are called transient and the same term
can be applied to flows. Consequently, Theorem 5.3 asserts that the flow
C is transient for m if and only if H f dm / 0.0 V 0
Let us assume that C is recurrent for m and, for each n g N, consider0
 .Q l, j s j ? nl. The cocyclen
nl
c l , j s c nl , j s f j ? s ds .  .  .Hn
0
 .is also recurrent for m and hence m D y D D s 0. If « ) 00 0 l g Zy04 nl, «
U  U .and D s D y D D then D s B for every l g N. Remark 5.2l g N nl, « nl, «
 U .  4  U .asserts that also D s B for every l g Z y 0 and hence m D s 0.nl, « 0
This leads to
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let us assume that the flow C is recurrent for m and0
take n g N. For any measurable set D ; V and « ) 0 one has
m D y D D s m D y D D s 0. .  .0 l g N nl , « 0 l g N ynl , «
Hence the orbits of the motion return arbitrarily close to their initial
position infinite many times when t goes to "` and the trajectory
 4j ? t lies on D.t g R
 .Now we assume that the flow V, J is minimal. Define, as usual,
 .   . 4  .C V s f g C V rH f dm s 0 and fix f g C V . When the trajecto-0 V 0 0
t  .ries of C are unbounded then lim sup H f j ? s ds s q` andt ª "` 0
t  . lim inf H f j ? s ds s y` for every j in a residual subset O ; V seet ª "` 0
w x.  .5 . In the next section, we will show that m O s 1 when the dynamics0
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of the projective flow is in the singular case. In particular, this occurs for a
 .  w x. residual subset of functions of C V see 7 . We consider V s j g0 1
 . t  .  . 4Vr'k j g R with H f j ? s ds F k j for every t g R . With un-0
w xbounded trajectories, it follows from the Sacker]Sell theory in 18 that
 t  . . 4V / B. Take j g V and K s cls j ? t, H f j ? s ds rt g R ; V = R.1 1 0
 .If the dynamics of K , F is singular then the section K is void forR j
 .almost every j g V with respect to m . In the case that m V s 1 we0 0 1
 .can conclude that K , C presents absolutely continuous dynamics andR
the projective bundle K decomposes into a complete collection of ergodicR
sheets. An example of a continuous function with null mean value satisfy-
w xing these conditions can be found in Johnson 8 . It is well known that the
trajectories of C are bounded if and only if V s V.1
6. REGION OF OSCILLATION
This section is intended to describe the dynamical behaviour of the
 .solutions of the family of linear systems 1.1 whose projective flow,
 .determined by equations 1.2 , presents singular dynamics and contains a
  .. 4measurable 2-sheet M s j , w j rj g V, i s 1, 2 . We apply somei
ergodic results previously obtained to the diagonal form deduced in
Section 4.
The following result is a simple consequence of the Oseledets multi-
plicative ergodic theorem. As said before, q stands for the continuous
1 .length of arc on P R .
 .PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose that the linear systems 1.1 ha¨e Lyapuno¨
  .. 4exponent for m , g ) 0. Let M s j , w j rj g V be the ergodic sheets0 " "
of K withR
1 ­ F
j , w j dm s .g . . .H " 02 ­wV
 .There is a Borel in¨ariant set C ; V with m C s 1 such that if j g C then0
 .  .w j / w j andq y
1
lim ln q w j ? t , w t , j , w s "g , .  . ."2 ttª.`
1 .   .  .4for e¨ery w g P R y w j , w j .q y
 .We say that C is the region of con¨ergence for m . If the flow V, J is0
 .uniquely ergodic and the family of linear systems 1.1 has exponential
 w x.dichotomy see 18, 19 then C s V. On the contrary, in the quasi-peri-
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w xodic example given by Vinograd in 23 , V y C is a residual subset of V.
The behaviour of the projective flow becomes much simpler when the
measurable 2-sheet is closed. Assume that there exists an open set V ; V
 .   .  .4with continuous restriction V ª P K , j ¬ w j , w j . Then the setR 1 2
  .  .4  .  .V s j g Vrw j / w j is open and m V s m V . If in addition,1 1 2 0 0 1
 .V, J is minimal then K contains a closed 2-sheet.R
In order to analyse the elliptic case we introduce the following sets:
 .DEFINITION 6.2. Let D g K V . The D-region of oscillation for m ism 00
the set O of those j g D such that there exist sequences of realD `:
 j . j jnumbers t , j s 1, 2, 3, 4 with lim t s ` if j s 1, 2, lim t sn ng N nª` n nª` n
y` if j s 3, 4, and
 . j1 j ? t g D for j s 1, 2, 3, 4,n
 .    1.  1 ..   2 .  2 ...2 lim q w j ? t , w t , j , w q q w j ? t , w t , j , w s 0nª` 1 n n 2 n n
1 .   .  .4for every w g P R y w j , w j ,1 2
 .    3.  3 ..   4.  4 ...3 lim q w j ? t , w t , j , w q q w j ? t , w t , j , w s 0nª` 1 n n 2 n n
1 .   .  .4for every w g P R y w j , w j .1 2
 .THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that the linear systems 1.1 ha¨e null Lyapuno¨
 .exponent for m and let D g K V . The D-region of oscillation O is a Borel0 m D0
 .in¨ariant set with m O s 1.0 D
 .Proof. We lift the family of linear systems 1.1 to the new base
ÃV s K , as indicated in Section 4, and use in what follows the notationS
and conclusions detailed there. We will study the oscillatory behaviour of
Ãthe solutions on D.
According to Proposition 4.4, there exists a measurable Perron transfor-
Ã  .mation P : V ª SL 2, R which preserves the Lyapunov exponent and
takes the linear systems
Ã Ã Ãa j ? t b j ? tÃ .  .X Ã Ã Ã Ãx s x s S j ? t x, j g D , 6.1 . . `:Ã Ã /c j ? t ya j ? tÃ Ã .  .
into the diagonal form
Ãe j ? t 0Ã .Xx s x 6.2 .Ã /0 ye j ? tÃ .
Ã .with coefficient e g C V . It induces a measurable transformationÃ 0
Ã ÃH : K ª K which permits us to identify the measurable structuresP R R
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of the projective flows. Notice that the continuity of P implies thatÃ¬D
H is continuous, thus the regions of oscillation corresponding toP 1Ã¬ D=P R .
 .  .6.1 and 6.2 give rise to the same set O .ÃD
Ã Ã .Let K , C be the projective flow induced for the family of linearR
Ã Ã Ã .  . 4equations 6.2 . It contains two ergodic sheets M s j , 0 rj g K and1 S
Ã Ã Ã Ã . 4M s j , pr2 rj g K . This permits us to consider the sectors N s2 S 1
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .4  .  .4j , c g K rc g 0, pr2 and N s j , c rc g pr2, p . We firstR 2
analyse the behaviour of the trajectories when t ª q`. For each n ) 0
Ã Ã Ã .  w x 4we set J j s t g n, n q 1 r0 F t F T and j ? t g D and introduce then
map
p¡ Ãq` if J j s B and c g 0, .n  /2
p~Ã ÃD j , c 0 if J j s B and c g , p .  .n n  /2
Ã Ãinf cot c t , j , c if J j / B .  .n¢ Ã .tgJ jn
Ã Ãdefined on N j N . It is easy to verify that the function D is lower-semi-1 2 n
continuous and decreasing on the fiber. Let us consider the function
Ã ÃD j , 4 s lim inf D j , 4 .  .n
nª`
Obviously D is an invariant Borel map non-increasing on the fiber from
Ã Ã Ã Ãw xN j N to y`, ` . Let us fix j g V, if there exists a real sequence1 2
Ã Ã 1 .  .  4t tending to q` with j ? t g D, then for every c g P R y 0, pr2n ng N n
Ã .the limit D j , c agrees with the inferior limit of the trajectories
Ã Ã Ã .  .X t, j , cot c s cot c t, j , c when t ª q`, and j ? t lies on the compact
Ãset D.
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that there exists an invariant subset
Ã Ã Ã Ã .V ; V with m V s 1 for which D is constant in the sectors N andÃ0 0 0 1
Ã Ã Ã Ã .N . Notice that if j , c g N j N then2 1 2
tÃ Ãcot c t , j , c s exp y2 e j ? s ds cot c , 6.3 .Ã .  .H /0
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .which provides D j , c s D j , pr4 cot c for every j , c g N and1
Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .  .besides D j , c s yD j , ypr4 cot c for every j , c g N . From these2
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .  .relations we conclude that if j g V and j , c g N then D j , c g0 1
Ã 4  .0, ` . Let us suppose that D j , c s q` on this set. Then for each
Ã Ã .sequence t with j ? t g D for every n g N and lim t s q`n ng N n nª` n
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tn Ã .one has lim H e j ? s ds s q`. This contradicts the property of recur-Ãnª` 0
rence established in Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 5.4 because g s
Ã Ã .  .H e j dm s 0. Therefore we deduce that D j , c s 0 almost every-Ã ÃK 0S Ã Ã .where on N . The same arguments also provide that D j , 4 s y` almost1
Ã Ã qeverywhere on N . The D-region of oscillation at q`, O , is the set ofÃ2 D
Ã Ãthose j g V such that
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã ÃD j , c s 0 ; j , c g N and D j , c s y` ; j , c g N . .  .  .  .1 2
q ÃIt is clear that O is a Borel invariant subset of V, since D is non-increas-ÃD
Ã q q .ing on the fiber. Moreover, the relation V ; O yields m O s 1. TheÃÃ Ã0 D 0 D
same conclusions can be obtained in the study of the behavior of the
Ãtrajectory when t ª y`, which permits us to define the D-region of
oscillation at y`, Oy.ÃD
q y Ã ÃThe intersection O s O l O ; D is a Borel invariant subset of VÃ Ã ÃD D D `:
Ã .with m O s 1, satisfying that if j g O the trajectories passing throughÃ Ã Ã0 D D
Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã .all the points j , c g N j N oscillate from M to M when t ª "`1 2 1 2
Ã Ã Ã j .and j ? t lies on D. That is, for every j g O there exist sequences t ,ÃD n ng N
Ã j j .j s 1, 2, 3, 4 depending on j with lim t s q` if j s 1, 2, lim tnª` n nª` n
s y` if j s 3, 4, and
Ã j Ã .p1 j ? t g D for j s 1, 2, 3, 4,n
j tn
j Ã .  .  .p2 lim y1 H e j ? s ds s q`, j s 1, 2, 3, 4.Ãnª` 0
Ã Ã .The projective flow K , F induced for the family of linear systemsR
Ã .   ..  . 46.1 contains two ergodic sheets M s j , u , w j , u r j , u g M , i si i S
  .  .4   .  .41, 2, in such a way that w j , u , w j , u s w j , w j for every1 2 1 2
 .  .  .j , u g M . For j , u g O there is 1 F i, j F 2 such that u s w j qÃS D i
 .  j .j y 1 p . If t , j s 1, 2, 3, 4, are the real sequences satisfying all then ng N
Ã .  .properties p1 and p2 at j then one also has
lim q w j ? t j , w t t , j , w q q w j ? t jq1 , w t jq1 , j , w s 0 .  .  .  . .  . .1 n n 2 n n
nª`
1 .   .  .4for j s 1, 3 and every w g P R y w j , w j . This means that1 2
  ..  .j , u j g O for every 1 F i, j F 2. O s p O is the D-region ofÃÃ Ãi, j D D D
oscillation for m and satisfies the conditions of the statement.0
  ..Remark 6.4. Take an element j g D with j , w j g M, i s 1, 2,`: i
1 .   .  .4and assume that there exist elements w g P R y w j , w j andj 1 2
 j . jreal sequences t , j s 1, 2, 3, 4 with lim t s q` if j s 1, 2,n ng N nª` n
lim t j s y` if j s 3, 4 such thatnª` n
 . ji j ? t g D for j s 1, 2, 3, 4,n
 .    j .  j ..   jq1.  jq1ii lim q w j ? t , w t , j , w q q w j ? t , w t , j ,nª` 1 n n j 2 n n
..w ,s 0 for j s 1, 3.jq1
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 .Then, it follows from relation 6.3 and the rest of the arguments used in
 .the proof of Theorem 6.3 that the trajectories through all the points j , w
1 .   .  .4with w g P R y w j , w j oscillate, on the base D, between the two1 2
elements of the measurable 2-sheet M in each fiber either when t tends to
q` or to y`, that is, j g O . If V s int D / B, the same conclusions areD
true in the study of the oscillations of the trajectories on V.
The above description essentially requires arguments of ergodic nature.
The following result is a consequence of the topological structure of the
projective bundle.
 .  .PROPOSITION 6.5. Suppose that Supp m s V. If D g K V and0 m0
there is n g N with V s int D / B then the set O is residual.n: D
 .  4Proof. For each j g V we define J j s t g Rrt G 0 and j ? t g Vq
 .  4  .and J j s t g Rrt F 0 and j ? t g V . The subset V s D J Vy `: t g R t
 .  .   .  ..is open with m V s 1. We take d j s q w j , w j r2 ) 0 for0 `: 1 2
every j g V . Let us introduce the maps`:
¡q` if J j s B, ."
2~ inf q w j ? t , w t , j , w j q d j .  .  . .D j s  . .  i i"  .tgJ j"is1¢ if J j / B. ."
It is easy to verify that the functions D are upper-semicontinuous, hence"
the sets V of their points of continuity are residual in V. Notice that"
 .D j s 0 for every j g O . Conversely, it follows from Remark 6.4 that" V
 .  .the relations D j s D j s 0 also imply that j g O .q y V
 .Let us suppose that j g V and D j ) 0. In these conditions,1 q q 1
 .there is an open set V with j g V and D j ) 0 for every j g V ,1 1 1 q 1
 .which entails that V l O s B. This contradicts the equality m O s 1,1 V 0 V
 .  .since m V ) 0. Therefore, we deduce that D j s 0 for every j g V .0 1 q q
 .Similarly, it is easy to check that D j s 0 for every j g V . Finally,y y
one has V l V ; O ; O , which allows us to assert that O and O areq y V D V D
both residual subsets of V. This finishes the proof of the statement.
 .In what follows we assume that the flow V, J is minimal and the
 .solutions of 1.1 are unbounded. A topological classification of the projec-
tive flow based on the existence of one or two minimal subsets is given in
w x6 .
 .First, let us consider the case where K , F has singular dynamics andR
w xK contains two minimal subsets K , K . It is proved in 12 that K andR 1 2 1
 .K are the ergodic sheets which appear in the case s.2 stated in Section 2.2
In particular, K j K defines a distal measurable 2-sheet. Basic ideas for1 2
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the construction of a bidimensional linear system whose projective flow
contains two minimal subsets but only one of them is an ergodic sheet is
w xpointed out in Johnson 8 . The dynamics of the corresponding projective
flow is absolutely continuous and the projective bundle decomposes into a
 w x.complete collection of ergodic sheets see 12 .
 .  .We recall that two elements j , w , j , w of the bundle K form a1 2 R
  .  ..distal pair if inf q w t, j , w , w t, j , w ) 0, otherwise the pair ist g R 1 2
proximal.
Now let us assume that K contains a distal pair and a unique minimalR
subset K. Let p : K ª V the projection on the base; since distal pairsK
move along the trajectories and are preserved on the limits, it is easy to
  ..   ..obtain for every j g V a new distal pair j , w j , j , w j of elements1 2
y1 .of K ; thus card p j G 2 for every j g V. In addition it follows fromK
w x y1 .Lemma 7.3 of 6 that, for each j g V with card p j ) 2 there existsM
 . 1 .   ..an element w j g P R with j , w j g K such that0 0
 .  .  .   ..  .i if j , w g K and w / w j then j , w j , j , w form a1 1 0 0 1
distal pair,
 .  .  .ii if j , w g K and w / w j , i s 1, 2, then the pairi i 0
 .  .j , w , j , w is proximal.1 2
y1 .   .. 4If card p j ) 2 for almost every j g V then j , w j rj g VK 0
w xdefines an ergodic sheet and the arguments of 12 allow us to conclude
that the projective flow decomposes once more into ergodic sheets. That is,
 .if K , F has singular dynamics then K is a distal measurable 2-sheet.R
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